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Industry
recognition

IBM was named a Leader
in the Gartner 2018
Magic Quadrant for
Managed Security
Services Worldwide.1
Palo Alto Networks was
named as an enterprise
network firewall market
Leader by Gartner seven
times in a row.2

Experienced
support specialists

IBM support specialists
have an average of
14 years of experience,
specifically in network,
storage, server and
cybersecurity technology
and Palo Alto has an
experienced team of more
than 5,000 employees.

–– Helps organizations stay on the
cutting edge with continuous
integrated security innovations that
instantly find and stop attacks
–– Provides cloud security services that
effectively predict, prevent, detect
and respond to security and
compliance risks
–– Utilizes an open and integrated
AI-based security platform
–– Delivers a collaborative support
model that includes remote and
onsite support, cost savings and
downtime reduction

Multivendor
support

IBM offers proactive and
reactive onsite and remote
IT support for over 30,000
IBM and third-party
devices, including Palo
Alto products.

Global
partnership

Integrated framework
of offerings designed to
help ensure consistent
security across cloud,
network endpoints and
mobile devices.
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IBM Technology Support Services
and Palo Alto Networks

In a digital enterprise, outpacing the competition
requires quick thinking, as well as agile business and
security practices. IT teams are undergoing tremendous
change to stay ahead, embracing innovations in the
cloud, automation and big data analytics to speed
application delivery and enable digital transformation.
Meanwhile, the perimeter has expanded–data is
becoming increasingly distributed, and users, devices
and applications are everywhere. As a result, IT leaders
are consistently challenged to minimize risk while
keeping pace with evolving business demands.
According to a 2018 study by the Ponemon Institute,
65 percent of organizations said the severity of
cyberattacks has increased compared with previous
years while 57 percent said the time taken to resolve an
incident has increased.3 In addition, the cost of data
breaches is also increasing year on year—the average
total cost of a breach in 2018 was USD 3.86 million, 6.4
percent higher than it was in 2017.4
If you want to protect your organization from today’s
advanced cybersecurity attacks, you need to move away
from traditional point-product approaches to security. You
need a new approach that will help you consolidate your
security infrastructure, improve your security posture and
reduce your total cost of ownership (TCO), while ensuring
your critical assets remain protected at all times.

Helps protect data and networks
with a robust security platform
Palo Alto Networks is a full next-generation security
operating platform. Unlike traditional disparate standalone systems that offer limited control and that are
more prone to cyber threats, Palo Alto’s platform consists
of a tightly integrated system of components and
services that delivers consistent security across the
network, endpoints and cloud. By working as an
integrated system, the Palo Alto Networks Security
Platform simplifies security by leveraging consolidated
threat intelligence information, automation, machine
learning (ML), and data analytics. Additionally, IBM
leading security systems, processes, big data resources
and support specialists help maintain and expand your
security posture around Palo Alto Networks technologies.
Embrace the future of cybersecurity
The Palo Alto Networks® Security Operating Platform
prevents successful cyberattacks through data-driven
automation and takes advantage of precise analytics to
streamline routine tasks, letting security teams move out
of firefighting mode and prioritize the threats that really
matter to the business. Moreover, the platform lets your
organization easily adopt best practices, such as Zero
Trust, to reduce opportunities for attack and transform
your security to a prevention-based architecture.
Through cloud-delivered services, tight integration and
an ecosystem of partners, the Security Operating Platform
provides consistent security across clouds, networks
and endpoints, including servers and mobile devices.

Why IBM and Palo Alto Networks?

Palo Alto Networks is a leading provider of cybersecurity
solutions, recognized by industry analysts as a leader in
the enterprise firewall market. IBM Technology Support
Services for Palo Alto Networks products acts as a
one-stop shop to help ensure your enterprise continually
has the network security, visibility and granular control
of all network activity.

For more information

To learn more about cybersecurity solutions from IBM
and Palo Alto Networks, contact your IBM representative
or IBM Business Partner, or visit ibm.com/us-en/
marketplace/support-for-palo-alto-products
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